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 I Will Carry You tells the effective story of a mother or father losing her kid, interwoven with the
biblical story of Lazarus to help those who mourn to still have wish—incompatible with life. May
Christ continue steadily to tip the ink jar toward your gifted quill. This one mother also is
undoubtedly a true writer. That miracle arrived the day they met Audrey Caroline and got the
opportunity to love her for the precious two-and-a-fifty percent hours she resided on the
planet.Upon receiving the original analysis, Angie started a blog page (Bring the Rain) to
keep friends and family informed of their journey. Soon, the website exploded in popularity,
connecting with hundreds who have been either experiencing their very own heartbreaking
situations or just interested in how God could bring someone through something so tragic.In
2008, Angie Smith and her husband Todd (lead singer of the group Selah) learned through
ultrasound that their fourth daughter had conditions building her “to get grace and peace in
the sacred dance of grief and joy.Endorsement" We will hear more from her. Yes, that is one
mother's shifting story. It is about a relationship therefore intimate with God that it carves a safe
place for crises of faith, for faith proved genuine and for divine callings willed, sealed and
fulfilled. Advised to terminate the pregnancy, the Smiths chose rather to transport this child and
allow space for a miracle.That is a beautiful and tender book that could touch any woman's
heart, regardless of her age or realm of experience. Angie, I am so proud of you.”" - Beth
MooreBest-selling author and speaker
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 It had been an honor to talk about a bit of her journey and gain insight into this sacred grief
trip. I went through plenty of kleenex and my body shook with sobs sometimes. I captured myself
praying for her in the middle of this book that i have never done before. He died 3 hours later
on. It took me 8 years to conceive him and right here I am mourning my 1st loss ever at 27
years old. I'm trying to find every way possible to heal because I feel so incredibly broken. I
joined a few organizations on Facebook and this book was recommended by one. I also was
suggested " loved baby 31 devotions".In case you have lost a little one, at any stage, I think
this is a remarkably healing publication. I hate that anybody need this reserve but I'm grateful
for books like these. Inspirational and helpful Excellent read for providing hope and
encouragement during hard circumstances! This book helps you step back again and think
about lifestyle on a much larger scale while making your world seem small. A must read! The
scriptures at the end of each chapter on grief, suffering, and hope were so very helpful; I held
a list to refer back to frequently, and still possess that list that I pass on to others. That is a
great browse for anyone suffering through infertility, miscarriage, or additional struggles along
the lines of fertility/child baring. Emotional and beautifully written Angie’s raw, open honesty
seeps through the edges of this book. Angie writes so that you feel as if you are on the trip
with her, rooting on her behalf and her family the whole time. I could hardly put this publication
down.Hopeful I lost my initial baby 9 days back in June 22. I sobbed through many web
pages. I learned new things about God that hadn’t been exposed in this way before. The
gospel message is normally clear. Heartbreaking, but also therapeutic. Wish I POSSIBLY COULD
Give A LOT MORE Stars! Beautiful! Us all read this amazing, heartbreaking book to help us
minister to her . Weeks ahead of hearing the news headlines that there was no longer a
heartbeat, we had got an ultrasound scan proceed from excited and chatty to ominously
peaceful and soberly being informed we would require the radiologist to come in to assess the
scenario. Written from a Christian perspective, Angie gives a true and painful accounts of the
sorrows and agony of kid loss. We also were suggested to terminate, but opted to let God
decide what would unfold for our baby. We did not know how it could all turn out, but through
our tears, it was also a time of lovely closeness with God.When I came across Angie's website
and found her family's profoundly poignant journey with Baby Audrey, I was touched. I linked to
many elements, and was so often moved and inspired by her faith and wisdom and her
eloquent writings. I understood she was likely to write a book about Audrey Caroline and then
we moved overseas and I lost an eye on her blog and forgot about the book.A couple weeks
ago, I came across myself remembering Angie's reserve and looked it through to Amazon. I
immediately placed my order and eagerly awaited its arrival. When I opened up my copy of
the publication, I was riveted and could not put it down. Her insights and wisdom and verse
selections and honesty and the tender telling of her tale were all profoundly moving if you ask
me!I would suppose this book could contact anyone coping with loss or difficult conditions.
Great book written with gorgeous honesty This book is crucial read for anybody who has lost a
kid or knows anyone who has. I believe her truths and insights prolong to all difficult
circumstances and trusting God even when life hurts.Alongside her story, she's at the end of her
book some very special and useful chapters. The natural emotions in this reserve are something
else. I'm hoping these books can help in my own healing. I was 19 weeks and 3 days pregnant.
I also experienced a lot of highlighter ink as I noted therefore many effective thoughts and
encouragements and truths.Thank you Angie Smith for sharing your heart as well as your
experience therefore openly and so tenderly therefore lovingly therefore prayerfully. It had
been a blessing and a privilege to learn your book.I see that she has another book and very



much anticipate reading it as well. An Honest Look I was never able to have kids of my own.
Awesome read Great book bought as a present? Powerful and for everyone I read this book in
a single sitting in about three hours. I am grateful to become portion of the life of this precious
and amazing woman, but the sting of barrenness can be never too much away. Why, then,
would this book be one I choose to rate so highly? An honest account of reduction and grief If
you or anyone you understand has lost a child, you would be doing them a favor to purchase
this publication for them. Smith, act like those questions I've spent decades asking myself. While
I'll never relate to any physical part of what this author has endured, I understand, even only if
slightly, what it's prefer to question what my son or daughter would be like had factors been
different.C. I thank her for sharing her tale. You need kleenex because of this one, nonetheless it
is incredible! Thank you, Angie, for posting Audrey’s life. I examine this while waiting a natural
miscarriage, and ended up needing a D& Though she might not agree, Angie Smith's faith can
be heroic, and I enjoy so much her willingness to be so vulnerable, even in the midst of her
pain. It hit near home. I ordered and go through this after finding a similar diagnosis with one
of our kids...in a good way. I sensed I was getting into a sacred place each and every time I
opened up its pages. I proceeded to go into labor on the 20th and had him at 903 on
Friday morning. As the "what-ifs" of a child's missed life, as expressed by Mrs. We found out I
had low amniotic liquid and unless the problem reversed our child wouldn't normally have the
ability to develop lungs properly and wouldn't normally survive. This book is normally a balm to
a soul and effective words when you feel there are none. Just what a testimony to the Grace of
God and how He carries us through our most difficult trials. Angie doesn't pretend to have all
the answers, but you will feel her power that she has gained through embracing god, the father
and trusting Him with her queries, her tears, and her loneliness. I've read several books on this
topic, and I've found that one to be probably the most honest and most helpful by far. I came
across Angie's website not long when i lost a much desired little boy in the second trimester of
pregnancy.. I was so touched by the honesty of both Angie and Todd and the love and
comfort and ease of our Dad in Heaven. My niece is expecting that, without a miracle from
God, won't live after birth. Us all read this phenomenal, heartbreaking book to greatly help us
minister to her and her family members. It is well written, consists of a lot of scripture, and helps
to make some feeling of devastation. Blessed to have read this Heartbreaking, comforting,
sorrowful, and blessed. There is one about helping kids through loss of a sibling, one written by
her husband gives a few of his perspective, and a very helpful and tender chapter about
loving a pal or relative through a loss like this one. Such an amazing testimony of wish after loss
of life in Jesus Christ. It can help me learn how to help a friend. I understand for me it was so
powerful due to our lack of that small boy we by no means held.. Inspirational Well-created
from a Christian perspective. When I wedded I "gave birth" to a relationship with my husband's
girl but, at that time, she was a young adult graduating right into a world of her own. I've
never lost a child but I have known those who have and bring that dread with me. Having lost
three kids myself, I found this book to become a wonderful way to obtain encouragement. It
was great to walk through such similar circumstances with the author's Christian perspective. A
must go through for anyone experiencing grief and loss. Thank you for getting the courage to
share your story.
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